Welcome

We welcome English recorder virtuoso, Piers Adams, performing recorder concertos by German Baroque composer Georg Philipp Telemann and a modern concerto for recorder by Englishman David Bedford. Both of these distinct time periods highlight the unique technical capabilities of the recorder and push its virtuosic limits. We continue in the twentieth century English string tradition with the delightful *Brook Green Suite* by Holst and conclude with a monumental work by Josef Suk. Suk, in line with mentor Antonin Dvorak’s *Serenade for Strings*, has the gift of melody and provides vistas of string sounds to enjoy.

Andrew Sewell
Music Director
ANDREW SEWELL, MUSIC DIRECTOR

Maestro Andrew Sewell enters his nineteenth season as music director of the Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra, and second season with the San Luis Obispo Symphony having had long tenures with the Wichita, Toledo and Mansfield, Ohio Symphonies. Known for his innovative programming and knack for discovering new talent, Sewell is a highly skilled orchestra builder with a wide knowledge and range of repertoire. In demand as a guest conductor, he has led the Toronto, Detroit, Milwaukee, Columbus, Syracuse, Illinois, Monterey, Gulf Coast and Eugene Symphony Orchestras, as well as the New Zealand Symphony Orchestra, Auckland Philharmonia, Christchurch Symphony, National Symphony of Mexico, Kyushu Symphony (Japan), City Chamber Orchestra of Hong Kong, OK Mozart Festival, WI Peninsula Music Festival and Masterworks Festivals in the US and London.

A native of New Zealand, Maestro Sewell received his music training on the violin, piano and cornet, and began conducting at age 16. Six years later, he made his professional opera debut with the Mercury Opera and the Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra. Winning the Australian Guarantee Corporation’s Young Achiever’s Award allowed him to further his studies abroad. Sewell holds a Master of Music degree with Honors in Conducting from the University of Michigan.

The summer Concerts on the Square® in Madison continues to expand, drawing weekly crowds of 45,000 people and are a highlight of the summer. While not conducting, he enjoys cycling and other outdoor pursuits and visiting family in New Zealand. He and his wife, Mary have three grown children and reside in Madison, Wisconsin. Over the years he has been credited with numerous awards for services to music including the 2017 Service to Music Award from the Association of Wisconsin Symphony Orchestras, the 2013 Rabin Arts Youth Award for Individual Achievement by the Wisconsin Youth Symphony Orchestra, the 2005 Best Individual Artist Award by Wichita Arts Council, and 2005 Musician of the Year by the Wisconsin State Journal, for services to music and the greater arts community. You will often see him at a local coffee shop, grocery store or cycling along the backroads of Wisconsin or San Luis Obispo.
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The recorder was a popular instrument from the middle ages through the Renaissance and into the Baroque era. Its sweet, clear voice was closely associated with shepherds and birds in the works of Bach and Vivaldi. The prolific Georg Philipp Telemann used the instrument prominently in his concertii grossi. His Recorder Concerto in C major is one of twenty concertos he wrote for the instrument.

English composer David Bedford wrote for pop ensembles, film, TV, and educational institutions. Over the course of fifty years, he received commissions from many major orchestras. He wrote his Recorder Concerto in 1994, scoring it for ten instruments in addition to the solo instrument—cellos, double bass, viola, and violins. Although the five-movement concerto has immediate appeal, it’s no pushover for the soloist, requiring him to range from bass to sopranino with breathtaking speed.

Like David Bedford, Gustav Holst wrote often for student musicians. One of the last things he wrote was his Brook Green Suite of 1933, composed for the string players of the junior orchestra at St. Paul’s Girl School. Holst named it after his well-to-do neighborhood in the London borough of Hammersmith.

The opening Prelude is founded on the descending scale of C major. The Air that follows is an original piece reminiscent of an English folk melody. And the finale is a chipper jig inspired by a tune Holst heard in a puppet show during a vacation in Sicily in 1929. A prominent recording of the suite features the English Chamber Orchestra conducted by Steuart Bedford, brother of David Bedford.

Czech composer Joseph Suk wrote his Serenade in E-flat major, Op. 6, in 1892 when he was an 18-year-old student of Antonin Dvorak. Not surprisingly, he modeled after his teacher’s string serenade of thirteen years before. By some accounts, Dvorak had told his young student to write something lighter than the weighty minor key works he had turned out to that point. Suk’s response was a breezy, light four-movement work. It begins with the same moderate tempo as Dvorak’s serenade. An elegant waltz movement follows. Next comes a slow, lush Adagio that favors the violins, and the finale hints at a return to the beginning.

By some accounts, the four movements of the serenade portray various traits of Dvorak’s 14-year-old daughter Otylka, who became Suk’s wife six years after he composed the serenade. The work made its composer famous. In addition to Dvorak’s enthusiasm, it also received the endorsement of the composer who had done much to promote the music of Dvorak. Johannes Brahms recommended it to his publisher.

Although he composed for another forty years, Suk never surpassed the acclaim he received for the serenade he wrote as a teenager.
Maestro Andrew Sewell conducting
Piers Adams, recorder

GEORG PHILIPP TELEMANN
(1681–1767)

Recorder Concerto in C major, TWV 51:C1 (c. 1740) [14]
- Allegretto
- Allegro
- Andante
- Tempo di Menuet
  Piers Adams, recorder

DAVID BEDFORD
(1937–2011)

Recorder Concerto (1994) [18]
- I –
- II –
- III –
- IV –
- V
  Piers Adams, recorder

INTERMISSION

GUSTAV HOLST
(1874–1934)

Brook Green Suite (1933) [8]
- Prelude
- Air
- Dance

JOSEF SUK
(1874–1934)

Serenade in E-flat major, op. 6 (1892) [30]
- Andante con moto
- Allegro ma non troppo e grazioso
- Adagio
- Allegro giocoso, ma non troppo presto
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NGL is a proud supporter of the Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra.
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SIDE BY SIDE
Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra & WYSO together on stage

MAY 21
7:30 PM | OVERTURE HALL
Piers Adams is one of the world’s leading recorder players, a much-loved musician who has given the instrument a broad popular appeal through his concerts, broadcasts and recordings. He has been hailed in the international press as “superhuman… the reigning recorder virtuoso in the world today”, “intensely musical and astonishingly colourful”, “in an instrumental class of his own”.

Born on the Winter Solstice in 1963, and brought up in England’s Thames Valley, Adams initially flirted with a career in science before realising that his destiny lay elsewhere, and he embarked on a period of study with some of the leading players of the day, including Dutch pioneer Kees Boeke, winning numerous awards and competitions along the way. But he was quick to forge his own path, his natural performing flair at odds with the restrictions and traditions of the classical (and especially early) music scene.

It was a chance encounter with a group of Hungarian gypsy musicians, whilst taking part in an early music festival in Belgium, which was to provide the inspiration for Adams in the years to follow: this was music performed with unbridled freedom, heart-on-sleeve emotion and sheer, joyous virtuosity – and these facets have now become the hallmarks of Adams’ own style.

Following an acclaimed debut in London’s Wigmore Hall in 1985, and the recording of his debut disc of Vivaldi Recorder Concertos (Which CD Magazine’s ‘Concerto Recording of the Year’), Adams embarked on his mission to extend the recorder’s repertoire and reputation, resulting in a series of ground-breaking London recitals and CD recordings – including first performances of forgotten 19th century Viennese music for the czakan (keyed recorder), a revival of the important mid-20th century British recorder repertoire, and his own transcriptions for recorder and piano in the grand romantic style.

Adams also began commissioning new recorder music, most notably concertos by the Russian composer Vladislav Shoot and David Bedford – whose hugely popular work he recorded for NMC Records with the BBC Symphony Orchestra. These – and the rest of his extensive repertoire of baroque and modern recorder concertos – he has performed with orchestras around the world, including the Philharmonia, English Sinfonia, the BBC Concert Orchestra, the Academy of Ancient Music, the City of London Sinfonia and the Singapore Symphony Orchestra, in venues including the Royal Festival, Queen Elizabeth and Wigmore Halls, as well as in private concerts for HRH The Prince of Wales and the Duke of Edinburgh.

In 1997 Adams founded his now world-renowned, trailblazing baroque quartet Red Priest, which has since become the backbone of his performing career, and has brought the thrill of his music to audiences across the globe – with over 1000 concerts on four continents in some of the world’s most prestigious festivals. The group has appeared many times on TV and radio – including hour long televised features for NHK (Japan) and LWT’s The South Bank Show (UK) – and recorded five discs on its own label (Red Priest Recordings).

In between concerto appearances and tours with Red Priest, Adams has worked with musicians across a wide range of genres, currently enjoying successful recital partnerships with harpsichordist David Wright and pianist Howard Moody. A particular speciality is his ‘Recorder Roadshow’ programme of workshops and educational gala concerts, in which up to 200 children at a time have the chance to perform alongside him in concert. Adams’ playing can also be heard on several film soundtracks.

Piers Adams plays a wide variety of modern and historical recorders, specializing in particular on the newly designed Eagle Recorder – the recorder for the 21st century.
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The Partners Program of the Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra is a premier donor club that celebrates the partnering of major individual donors and the Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra's world class musicians. We'd like to take this opportunity to thank our Partners for sponsoring these fine musicians.

Family Series
WCO's Family Series is a free community program that offers an engaging exploration of music for families with children of all ages. The format is purposefully different from typical concert settings, so moving around or making noise during the show is welcomed and encouraged.

WCO's goal for the Family Series is to create inclusive and accessible programming, performed in community centers across Madison on a fall and spring season rotation. Stay tuned for our next Family Series performance in the fall of 2019!

Side By Side Program
Since 2006, the WCO has partnered with the Wisconsin Youth Symphony Orchestra (WYSO) to perform a free admission concert at the Overture Center. The Side By Side program matches the emerging musicians from WYSO with the professional musicians of the WCO. Together, these musicians prepare a full orchestral program, develop mentoring relationships, and provide a free of charge performance for the community. Please join us for our next performance!

May 21, 2019 | 7:30pm
Overture Center
The Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra Young Artist Concerto Competition gives gifted high school students from around the state the opportunity to showcase their talents with Music Director Andrew Sewell and the musicians of the WCO. The competition is open to students in grades 9-12 residing in the state of Wisconsin. We accept applications from piano, string, woodwind, brass, and percussion players.

As winner of the 2019 Young Artist Concerto Competition, Sakurako will perform as a soloist at the Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra’s Concerts on the Square on June 26, 2019, and receive the David Lewis Crosby Scholarship in the amount of $1,000.

The runner-up, violinist Monona Suzuki will receive a scholarship in the amount of $500. For more information about next year’s competition, contact the Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra office at 257-0638.
WCO CORNERSTONE SOCIETY

With deep gratitude, the WCO thanks Cornerstone Society members who make annual gifts of $1,000 or more to support WCO’s mission to advance Wisconsin communities through the transformative power of music. Join us in thanking them for their support.
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Thank you to the individuals, businesses and foundations members who provide a strong base of support that ensures WCO is able to sustain and expand its artistic and outreach programming that reaches 240,000 people each season. The following contributions were received between March 20, 2018 and March 20, 2019.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contribution Range</th>
<th>Individuals, Businesses, or Foundations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>($300-$499)</td>
<td>Anonymous (1), Margo &amp; Steven Belz, Maya Bittar, Edward Bradley, Don &amp; Carol Breckbill, Catherine Buege, Denis &amp; Carol Carey, Kelley Christenson, Joe &amp; Marti Clausius, Am Curet, Ted DeDee, Sandra Dolister, Edward &amp; Rosanne Ehrlich, Tim &amp; Renee Farley, Tom &amp; Leslie France, Michael George &amp; Susan Gardels, Don &amp; Lee Grubb, Steven &amp; Bettie Hartley, Kay Hetland, Jerry Holden, Sharon Hutchinson &amp; Hickory Hurie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>($50-$149)</td>
<td>Anonymous (7), Tricia Adler, Joe &amp; Carole Anderson, Mark &amp; Jenny Andrews, Kelsey Annen &amp; Steven Wiesner, Mary Ellen Bakken, Mary &amp; O. L. Bell, Todd &amp; Patricia Bender, Susan &amp; George Benton, Oliver Berge, Niles &amp; Linda Berman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ANNUAL FUND CONTRIBUTORS CONT.
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Kathleen Callaghan & Ben White
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Rick Chandler & Heidi Pankoke
Carla Christman
Marjorie Christoph
Mark & Janice Cis
Sue Coats
James Cole & Lauri Morris
Jim & Carol Conant
Ann Conroy
Louis Cornelius & Pris Boroniec
Allen & Christine Crahen
Kathryn & James Crawford
Charles & Kathryn Czuprynski
Gary Davis
Joe Day
Ann & Phil Dettwiler
Len & Laura Devaiher
Trish Doyle & Dennis Durow
Jeannie Druckenmiller
Phil & Mary Lou Dzick
Brian Earl
Paul & Barbara Easton
Tess Mulrooney & Paul Eastwood
Susan E. & Henry C. Eichhorn
Leo & Connie Ellefson
Mary Ellis
Jean Espenshade
Dave & Judy Eulberg
Jay & Paula Everard
Mary Jo Feeney Gebhardt
Bob & Barb Fett
William & Mary Fiore
Jayne & Bruce Fischer
Philip & Doris Fish
Bill Foote
Milton & Emily Ford
Scott & Kitt Foss
Bernard & Lynda Fournier
Janet & Byron Frenz
Barbara Furstenberg
Mary Gang
Tim & Elizabeth Geiger

Tom & Josie Gobel
Stan & Collen Godfriaux
Steve Goldberg
Mary B. & Michele Good
Rob & Mary Goose
Patricia Graham
Magdalene Hagedorn
Frances M. Hall
Arlene & Bert Hart
Robert Harvey & Terri Peterson
Denis Hatfield
John Hayward & Susan Roehlk
Cheryl Heiliger
George Heine
Tim & Jana Heinrich
Kurt & Muggs Helin
A. Henry Hempe & Cornelia Gordon-Hempe
Patrick & Janet Hennessey
Gerald & Andrea Henrich
Walter & Barbara Herrod
Fannie Frazier Hicklin
Russ & Diane Hildebrandt
Ben & Sharon Hirschfeld
Les & Susan Hoffman
Bill & Marcia Holman
John Holmes & Susan Valentine
Steve & Jane Holtzman
Michael Hoon & Diana Rodum
Wm. Pharis Horton & Carolyn D. Horton
Laurie & James Howard
James Humphries
Chauncey Hunker & Mike Schmidtke
Patricia Huyett
Judy Jackson
Donna James
Jo Jean Kehl Janus
Jacqueline Johnson
Fred & Diane Kamps
Lois & Matthew Karn
Dr. Murray & Susan Katcher
Lee & Arlys Kempf
Linda & John Kenney
Charles & Valerie Kime
Laura & Andrew Kitslaar
Irwin Klibaner
Tom & Sharon Knoop
Carol & Tom Kratochwill
Glenn Krieg
Thierry & Catherine Krier
Diane Larson
Larry & Jennie Larson
Ray & Madeline Laufenberg
Maurice A. Lee
Nancy Leff & K.C. Lerner
Robert Lopez
Bob & Sally Lorenz
MaryAnn Lynch
Bradford Macfarlane
Iain & Madge Macfarlane
Frank & Nancy Maersch
Maija Maki-Laurila
Gretchen Manthei
Nancy McCartan
Gordon & Jan McChesney
Michael & June McCowin
Peggy McDonald
Brad & Laurie McDowell
Sigurd Midelfort
Thomas & Donna Miller
Allan & Karen Moore
Mark & Nancy Moore
Stefanie Moritz & Vincel Jenkins
Ron & Connie Morken
Shirley & Terry Morrison
Greg & Sharon Moses
Ingrid & Brent Mullane
Susan Munson
Russell & Delores Nelson
Jeff & Lisa Nickols
Stan & Bev Ninedorf
Heidi & Wolfie Nowak
Hiram & Patricia Nowlan
Daniel O’Brien
Norman & Darlene Olson
Pat & Lois O’Rourke
Hannah Ostrow
Ryan & Annie Panzer
Audrey May Pendergast
Richard & Karen Perzentka
Joanne Peterson
Lee Johnson & Rex Piercy
Tad & Hannah Pinkerton
Jerald & Dian Polly
Sonia Porter
Jill Ramsfield & Gene Vricella
Mike & Kim Ray
Thomas & Linda Redding
Bob & Kathy Refue
Richard Reichardt
Bob & Carol Reneau
Henry & Kathleen Revercomb
Jeanette Roberts
Francesca Rodriguez & Mark Hancock
Colonel John Rogan, USA
Retired
Elaine Rosenblatt
David & Jane Ross
Heidi L. Roth Watertown, WI
Jane Rouleau
Daniel & Joan Rowe
Paul & Pam Rush
Jerry & Barbara Ryan
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Betty Scott
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Bob & Lisa Sorge
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Aaron & Sarah Zitzelsberger
Steve & Ardis Zwicky

MEMORIALS & HONORARIAIMS

In memory of Shirley Marie Pike
Norman & Barbara Berven

In memory of Mary Deignan
Marty Deignan

In memory of Jane Dohler
David Dohler

In memory of Jeff Dye
Elizabeth “Lisa” Dye

In memory of Joyce Ensign
Jerry Ensign

In honor of our daughter, Elise
Richard & Ruth Hein

In memory of Ray Cram
Scott & Natalie Hagen

In honor of our family
Mark & Janet Howery

In memory of Mark A. McCormick
Joseph & Lesley Klein

In memory of Ginger Long
Willis Long

In memory of Ron Melitsoff
Carol Melitsoff

In memory of Mildred Millner
Regina Millner

In memory of Robert & Evelyn Neu
Rosemary Neu

In memory of Terry Kiss Frank, my longtime friend
E. Alice Peters

In memory of CAS & Dottie Sailor
Tim Sailor

In honor of Elizabeth Andrews
Beth Eyster Shore

In memory of Major John Cordts Slack – Wounded Warrior
Sherill & Jerry Slack

In honor of Kay Hetland’s birthday
Judy & Jim St. Vincent

In memory of David Lewis Crosby
Barbara J. Strauss

In memory of James P. Sullivan
Judith Sullivan

In memory of Al F. Thering
Bernice Thering

In memory of Susan Munson
Maribeth Wendorf

In memory of Ron White
Carolyn White

Mom and Dad gave us the love of music.
Happy 61st birthday, Jane!
Kathryn Woodson & Dave

Poynette Girl Power Group in celebration of my 72nd birthday
Kathryn
BUSINESS PARTNERS

ActionCOACH Business Coaching
Advanced Building Corporation
American Girl
Associated Bank
Baker Tilly
Bell Laboratories, Inc.
Blue Plate Catering
BMOC Inc
Canopy Wealth Management
Capitol Bank
Capitol Lakes
Central Storage & Warehouse Co.
Certco, Inc.
Certified Refrigeration & Mechanical LLC
Chalmers Jewelers
Dewitt Ross & Stevens S.C.
Duncan Edward European Hair
Edgewood College
Emmi Roth
First American Title Company
Foley & Lardner
Fromagination
Goodman’s Jewelers
Homburg Equipment
Husch Blackwell

Interstate Books4School
Krupp General Contractors
Lussier Community Education Center
M3 Insurance
Madison Investment Advisors, LLC
Master Works Design Group
Metcalfe’s Market
Nani Restaurant
National Mutual Benefit
Newcomb Construction Company, Inc.
Old National Bank
Osteria Papavero
Overture Center
Rodeo Wagon
RoxAnne’s House of Ceramics
Rare Steakhouse
Sub-Zero Group, Inc.
SVA
TASC
Wegner LLP, CPA’s & Consultants
Wisconsin Bank & Trust
Wisconsin Youth Symphony Orchestra
Woodman’s Market
YMCA of Madison
Zimbrick, Inc. of Madison

FOUNDATIONS

Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation

The Evjue Foundation Inc., the charitable arm of The Capital Times

Madison Community Foundation through Evjue Foundation’s “Great Performance Endowment”

Wisconsin Arts Board

*WCO Board Member

**WCO donor listings recognize individuals and businesses that donated $50 or more, and permit their names to be listed. If your name was inadvertently omitted or needs correction, please contact the WCO office at 608.257.0638

Salon Piano Series

Intimate concerts at Farley’s House of Pianos

Watch for the 2019-2020 season announcement in June

SalonPianoSeries.org
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No Detail Too Small

Farley’s House of Pianos is home to one of the nation’s only full-service piano restoration workshops. Farley’s restoration experts have skillfully rebuilt instruments for over 45 years. Their patient attention to detail produces unsurpassed sound and beauty for homes, churches, schools, and concert halls.

Farley’s House Of Pianos...

See and hear pianos at farleys pianos.com • 6522 Seybold Road, Madison • 608.271.2626
MIRIAM K SMITH  
january 25  
cello  
Saint-Saëns • Cello Concerto No. 1  
Beethoven • Symphony No. 8

ILIYAKUSHEV  
february 22  
piano  
Stravinsky • Ragtime  
Mozart • Symphony No. 40

MIRIAM K SMITH  
january 25  
cello  
Saint-Saëns • Cello Concerto No. 1  
Beethoven • Symphony No. 8

ILIYA YAKUSHEV  
february 22  
piano  
Stravinsky • Ragtime  
Mozart • Symphony No. 40

PIERS ADAMS  
april 19  
recorder  
Holst • Brook Green Suite  
Suk • Serenade

MARY MACKENZIE  
may 10  
soprano  
Shostakovich • 14  
Debussy • Petite Suite

TIMOTHY JONES  
may 10  
bass  
Shostakovich • 14  
Debussy • Petite Suite

MICHAEL & JESSICA SHINN  
march 22  
piano  
Schoenberg • Verklärte Nacht  
Cabaniss • Double Rainbow

all masterworks 7:30  
at the capitol theater

SEASON AT A GLANCE

MASTERWORKS
Findorff is proud to support the performing arts and build the theaters that house them.
Wisconsin Public Radio
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Wisconsin and the World. npr